SARS infected over 8000 people early this year and killed over 770.© AP

The SARS virus looks like a dangerous mix of bird and mammal viruses, say researchers in Canada. The genetic merger may have fuelled its leap from animals into humans.

Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) infected more than 8,000 people early this year and killed more than 770. Researchers suspect that the virus, a previously unknown member of the coronavirus family, lived in animals before infecting people.

The pathogen may have arisen when a mammalian and a bird coronavirus mixed and matched their genes, suggest David Guttman and John Stavrinides of the University of Toronto, Canada. They found that some of the SARS virus\' genes match those from related mammalian coronaviruses, whereas others mirror those from birds^[@CR1]^.

One gene in particular appears to be half mammalian, half bird. It makes part of the virus coat called the spike protein. The hybrid protein might have eluded human immune surveillance, allowing it to reproduce and spread.

Although possible, this scenario \"is entirely speculation\", says David Mindell, who is analysing SARS at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. His studies support the idea that the virus is a crossbreed - but the mixing might have occurred long ago, he points out.

Another hypothesis, says bioinformaticist Daniel Janies of Ohio State University in Columbus, is that the SARS virus is a mammalian coronavirus that has simply accumulated mutations over time. \"It\'s not an open-and-shut case,\" he says.

Isolating patients, as well as other strict public-health measures, has brought the disease under control before - but there are fears that it might return. This week a research scientist in Taiwan was infected from a lab sample.

**Market share**

SARS is thought to have made the leap into people in the live-animal marketplaces of Guangdong province, China. Researchers have so far found the culprit virus in three animals from the markets: masked palm civets, raccoon dogs and ferret badgers.

SARS might hurdle again from animals into humans. This is impossible to predict until scientists nail down which animals are carrying SARS or its parent virus; studies in China are under way to assess this.

What\'s needed is lots more basic detective work David Mindell , University of Michigan

Researchers also hope to trace a more accurate history of SARS, armed with the genetic sequence of related coronaviruses lurking in these animals. \"What\'s needed is lots more basic detective work,\" says Mindell.
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[CDC: SARS](http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/sars/)

[HO: SARS](http://www.who.int/csr/sars/en/)
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[Nature Web Focus: SARS](http://www.nature.com/nature/focus/sars/)
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